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Iberdrola to install super - fast car charging at 
Ballenoil service stations 

 Charging stations will be installed throughout this 
leading independent service station network

Madrid .   Iberdrola is making strides with its plan to install super - fast 
charging facilities at service stations to help encourage sustainable 
mobility on Spain ’ s main motorways and highways .  That ’ s why the 
company has come to an agreement with Ballenoil to install super - fast 
vehicle charging facilities in the country ’ s most extensive independent 
service station network, with more than 110 stations in Spain. 

The charging stations will have  150 kW  ( super fast )  of power to charge 
vehicles at service stations in nine Spanish provinces :  Madrid , 
 Barcelona ,  Alicante ,  Toledo ,  Valencia ,  Cádiz ,  Sevilla ,  Valladolid and 
Asturias .  A total of  20  locations are specified in the agreement ,  which will 
be given priority and installed in  2019 ,  before expanding the initiative to 
the entire network.

Ballenoil customers will be able to charge their vehicles in  20  to  30  
minutes ,  using zero - emissions electricity generated with renewable 
sources, all with guarantee of origin certification.

Whether or not you are an Iberdrola customer ,  charging an electric 
vehicle at these stations will be quick and easy .  Download the Iberdrola 
Public Charging app on your phone and you will be able to geolocate the 
charging facilities, reserve and pay for charges.

“ This is an ambitious agreement that will allow us to make progress with 
an optimal ally that is committed to sustainable mobility as a way of 
addressing climate change ,  innovating in the services it offers its 
customers”, explains Luis Bull, head of Smart Mobility at Iberdrola.

By installing these charging points ,  Iberdrola is helping Ballenoil to 
improve its services stations ,  with better connectivity ,  personal service 
and fuel at the best prices .  “ Iberdrola is the perfect partner for travelling 
the road to technology and innovation ” ,  explained David Querejeta ,  
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partner and director of expansion at Ballenoil .  “ We want to lead the 
sector ,  which is why we need to associate with the best allies to adapt to 
changing trends and the behaviour of society ” ,  explained Juan Sanz ,  
partner and operations manager at Ballenoil.

Leading sustainable mobility

The agreement is part of Iberdrola ’ s plans to promote and lead the 
transition to sustainable mobility and the electrification of transport as an 
effective way to fight climate change. 

Iberdrola has a Sustainable Mobility Plan ,  which entails rolling out  25 , 000  
electric vehicle charging stations in Spain by  2021  in homes ,  companies ,  
urban and suburban areas with public access, 

The plan includes installing fast ,  super - fast and ultra - fast charging 
stations at least every  100  km on the country ’ s main motorways and 
highways during  2019 ,  reaching all provincial capitals and making it 
possible to drive all the way across Spain in an electric vehicle.
 
Iberdrola is working on several initiatives to mobilise all agents involved 
in sustainable mobility ,  from governments to institutions ,  companies and 
electric vehicle manufacturers.

Innovation to meet user demand 

The agreement will enable Ballenoil to keep investing in avant - garde 
technology to offer optimal ,  high - quality to its users .  This arrangement is 
part of the company ’ s plan to adapt and improve its service stations to 
satisfy new demands. 

About Iberdrola
Iberdrola is a global energy leader, the number one producer of wind power, and one of 
the world’s biggest electricity utilities by market capitalisation. The group has 
businesses in numerous countries and supplies energy to over 100 million people, 
mainly in Spain, the United Kingdom (Scottish Power), the USA (AVANGRID), Brazil 
(Neoenergia) and Mexico. With a workforce of 34,000 and assets in excess of €113bn, 
it achieved a turnover of €35bn and a net profit of €3bn in 2018. 
 
Iberdrola is leading the transition towards a sustainable energy model through 
investments in renewable energy, smart grids, large-scale energy storage and digital 
transformation, offering the most advanced products and services to its customers. 
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Thanks to its commitment to clean energy, Iberdrola is one of the companies with the 
lowest emissions and an international benchmark for its contribution to the fight against 
climate change and for sustainability.

About Ballenoil
Ballenoilis part of the Progeral group company, a leader in the carwash sector since its 
formation in 1962. An established brand in a sector with promising long-term potential, 
Ballenoil pioneers an innovative type of service station based on supplying quality fuel, 
quickly and easily, at an affordable price. Ballenoil has more than 110 of automated fuel
stations in Spain.

For more information, visit www.ballenoil.es 


